2002 jeep grand cherokee seats

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee limited. The contact was driving 25 mph
when the heated seat warmer independently activated. The failure was recurring. The vehicle
was not taken to the dealer for inspection of the failure or repairs. The manufacture was
contacted about the failure. The failure mileage was 65, and the current mileage was 65, Add
Complaint. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that while driving 65
mph, smoke was smelled inside the cabin. The vehicle was moved to the shoulder where it was
noticed that smoke was coming from the front driver seat. The contact deactivated the seat
warmer and drove the vehicle home. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was ,
While parked, the contact noticed the heating function was not working within the front driver's
side seat. The contact disassembled the seat and noticed that the wires within the seat were
melted. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for diagnostics or repairs. The approximate
failure mileage was 48, The contact stated that the seat became burned because the heating
element had a shortage and overheated. The contact sustained burns to the leg. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. No repairs were performed. The current mileage
was 74, and the approximate failure mileage was 73, The contact stated that the driver and
passenger heated electric seats were overheating abnormally. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer who diagnosed that both of the front seat heating elements would need to be replaced.
The manufacturer was contacted who offered no assistance. The failure and current mileage
was 86, Complaint concerning Chrysler safety recall- heated seat elements the consumer stated
both front seat heater elements were replaced after the drivers seat stopped working. The dealer
refused to repair the vehicle free of charge, because the consumer's vehicle was not included in
the recall. When the consumer went to another repair facility, they discovered the drivers
component was charred. The contact stated that the driver side heated seat stopped working.
The failure was caused by a faulty wire. The contact is concerned about the risk since someone
could have been seriously injured. The heated seats on the driver-side burned his leg after
being turned on. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for inspection. The failure mileage was 71,
The driver side heat activated seat would become too hot when turned on the high level. Also
the passenger side seat heater failed. He would only be able to adjust the heater to low which he
noticed no problems with to-date. He took the vehicle to the dealership and was told that failure
was common for his model type.. The vehicle had not been repaired to-date. The current
mileage was 67, The failure mileage was approximately 60, The contact owns a grand Jeep
Cherokee. The driver-side heated seats burnt his legs. He then called the Jeep manufacturer,
but was not provided with any assistance. The failure mileage was 60, The drivers seat heating
unit was repaired twice under warranty because it did not function properly. On one occasion
the seats became incredibly hot. Since his vehicle identification number was excluded from the
recall, he was ineligible for a free remedy. No repairs were made. The current mileage was , The
failure mileage was approximately 65, The driver-side heated seat was inoperable. He then
removed the driver seat and noticed that a hole was burned into the cushion. The current and
failure mileages were 76, The seat heater in my '02 Jeep grand cherkoo overland stopped
working. I peeled back the leather covering to discover a wire connecting 2 heating elements
had shorted out where it is pinched by a spring tension rod and significantly burnt the seat
cushion and melted part of the leather. On January 3, , minutes after turning on the passenger
side heated seat, it got extremely hot and was unable to be sat on, it produced smoke, and a
burning smell was observed. I believe this could have been a fire had it not been turned off
quickly. My son was in the passenger seat and he raised his butt from the seat screaming about
the heat. I immediately turned the heater off, pulled over, he jumped out of the vehicle, and we
waited for some time for the seat to cool down before proceeding onward to school. I am afraid
to allow anyone to sit in that seat until it is properly repaired. Heated seats get way to hot they
burn your legs and then short out and burn the foam in the seat which could cause a fire. The
occurrence did not cause a fire. The vehicle had not been to a service dealer. The consumer
feels that the models should be included because they have the same parts. Initially the seat
became very hot intermittently. A week prior to complete failure, the seat became extremely hot
every day. The seat's heat function stopped working. The contact did not have a physical burn.
The vehicle was not included in the recall due to the VIN. Extremely hot. Had to get out of car to
avoid burning my legs. Seats no longer heat. I do not understand. It is the same hazard. Dealer
told me to wait for a recall notice. I have heated seat in my Jeep gr. That has had to be
disconnected, as it heats on it's own, without the power turned on. Seconds after turning on the
driver side heated seat, it got extremely hot and was unable to be sat on, it produced smoke,
and a burning smell was observed. The heating element has not worked since. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint?
Driving my children home from New York on the 6th of July , some where on the turnpike my 16

year old daughter complained about the heated seat being to hot. I told her that she should turn
it off then, to witch she replied I already did dad but its still hot. She drove the rest of the trip
with the seat off. As soon as we could pulled over to take a look at it we did. When we took a
look at the effected area it looked like a tennis ball size blister. Just to be safe I had to take her
to the er and it was a 2nd degree burn!! Add Complaint. Hit from behind, rearended,. The
driver's side power seat bracket had broken in two, tipping the seat to the right. The driver's
side power seat bracket had broken in two, tipping the seat to the right, making me over-steer
very quickly to the right which I had to compensate for in order to avoid running off the road
into the ditch. I have since read online that this is a common problem of metal fatigue from
under strength rails. After just less than 30K miles, both front seat elements started to get
overly hot, then stopped working. Took into dealer, found short in bottom element. Vehicle was
stilll under warranty, I had also bought an extended warranty. Everything for that eight way
powered seat was covered but the heater element. I declined to have it fixed. Now I find out that
there is a recall for this exact issue, but that it does not cover my VIN number according to both
the dealer and DaimlerChrysler. It just doesn't make any sense how they can get away with this
after reading all the blogs from people with this same issue and the same response from
Chrysler. Sure could use some help getting them to stand behind their product. Upon further
investigation, I found that the rear seat brackets on my front drivers seat were broken through;
the metal that the seat bracket is made of was broken at both rear corners, and the front bolts
were pulled-through. The thin metal the bracket is made of had a couple of cracks, and overall,
the seat is almost useless when it comes to driving the car in a safe manner. Fortunately, when
my seat broke I was not going so fast as to not be involved in an accident! There are no
reasonable local sources to replace the bracket; the Jeep dealers want to sell a new seat for
approx. I am attempting to get it welded, but I have already been informed that this will be a
temporary repair at best; the metal the bracket is made of is far too thin to handle the weight of
a person using the seat for a long period of time, and will break again. The drivers side front
heating element started to smoke. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo. The
contact stated that the driver and passenger side heated seats would overheat and burn the
back of the seat occupants legs. The manufacturer was not contacted and the vehicle was not
repaired. The failure mileage was 0 and the current mileage was , Recently my front driver seat
on my Jeep Grand Cherokee overland started to rock back and forth and felt very "loose". Front
driver's seat seemed wobbly, looked under seat and bracket that holds seat to the rails is
broken on front left and right side. You can now lean back and front of seat lifts up. Very
dangerous. If there was a crash, you could easily end up in the back seat of the car. I have
looked and found many complaints about this situation with the Jeep, 1 site had over
complaints in a 2 year period. I took off the side of the seat and added 2 nylon straps to hold
seat down to rail. I have read many places where people have this welded back together and it
breaks again. Metal is very thin, not built to take strain of any kind. Noticed a failure of driver's
side seat mount. Seat now rocks back and forth because front of seat mounts became fatigued
and failed. After doing some internet research, this seems to be a common problem with this
model and should be investigated. The heated seat on my Jeep Grand Cherokee overland
overheated and burned my legs. I now leave the heated seat turned off. I cannot afford to pay
that much so I did not have it replaced. The Jeep dealer stated that my Jeep is not covered in
the recall. The support frame for the drivers side seat failed at approximately , miles. It causes
the car seat to shift as there are only 3 support points instead of 4. I had a mechanic attempt to
fix it but that only lasted until , miles. A moderate to high impact accident may cause the entire
seat to come loose thereby nullifying any safety effect a seat belt may have to save my life. This
evening, while making a left turn in my Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo, the metal base structure
of the driver's seat sheered off in the right front position. This has resulted in the seat being
secured to the vehicle by only the other three positions, and the seat wobbles back and forth.
The vehicle is now unsafe to drive. In a collision, the failure of this seat is assured. I have a Jeep
Grand Cherokee. The seat frame broke through completely with normal wear, less than K miles
on the car. I took the car to get it inspected and it failed because of the seat. Something this
serious should be recalled. My Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo front drivers seat has broken loose
while driving from the floor frame twice and the seat back twice. This is caused by under quality
strength of metal and welds. Form asks for a date of incident below but this has happen four
times over a three to four year period. Defective front seat on my Jeep Cherokee had broken.
Took my Jeep Grand Cherokee into dealership to fix a window. When I picked it up they had
changed some part that was a recall on my heated seats. I couldn't believe it. Obviously I now
have seats that only heat on high. Drivers side front heated seat worked intermittently at first
then one time got extremely hot and no longer works. The mechanic where we purchased found
the heated seat element had burned in two and the foam cushion had burnt as well. Told us to

contact Chrysler, they said our vehicle was not included in recall. Driver's seat frame broken,
3rd time. Welded twice before to repair. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The driver side seat heater gets so
hot or feels like it's burning my legs.. I can only use it on low to prevent burns.. I have to pull
over, turn the vehicle off, and repeat the process until it goes back off. I reported this problem a
month or so ago about the front driver's seat breaking and breaking off the vehicle frame. When
I reported the issue, no wreck was involved. Since reporting the problem, the vehicle was
involved in an accident and totaled. My fix apparently allowed the seat to stay on the frame but
the seat still broke. Fortunately, no serious injury, only sore neck and bump to the hand. The
power driver's seat retaining brackets have broken and have created a very unsafe driving
situation. Researching this breakage online reveals a widespread safety hazard that is not being
dealt with by Jeep. A recall should be made due to the high frequency of the breakage of a car's
safety features, which I had never encountered before Search CarComplaints. Takata recall the
seats stopped heating and got really hot in one spot I pulled the seat cover up and it burned a
spot in me seat cover and foam underneath where the wire is run thru the seats it is on both the
driver side and passenger side seats there is a recall on the heated seats on some models but
not on mine but it could have burned me or my kids or could have caught the car on fire. The
seat bracket on the driver side is broken. I researched this and this is a widespread issue with
companies actually manufacturing thicker aftermarket brackets due to the demand for the
product. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that the front
passenger's side seat warmer over heated. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Seat
warmers on both sides of vehicle became really hot towards the front center portion of the seat.
Turned them off and when I got home I removed the leather from the seat and found bare wires
that were over heating and burning through the seat cushion and backing on the leather. The
Jeep Grand Cherokee seat track has a weak point on the rear scissor assembly. When you start
to notice a wobble or click it means one of the tiny connecting pieces has broken. Eventually
the other side will also break allowing you to lift the entire seat up. The contact stated that while
traveling various speeds, the front passenger seat warmer became extremely hot then failed to
function. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic where it was found that the seat warmer
had failed. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was contacted about the failure and
informed the contact that the vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign number 09V seats.
The failure mileage was 98, The contact stated that the driver's side seat warmer overheated.
The vehicle was not taken to a dealer for diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was made aware
of the failure and stated that the vehicle was not included under NHTSA campaign number: 09V
seats. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure and current mileage was , We were
traveling on the highway with the heated seats on and they became extremely hot. I turned them
off and stopped to let the seats cool. Later in the day when I tried to use them again they would
not work. And have not worked since. When I went to my local Jeep dealer I was informed that
my VIN was not part of the recall even though I was experiencing the exact same problem. I
looked on the web site "arfc. Jeep clearly has a problem with their heated seats that needs to be
addressed. The recall appears to be only for some repair parts from a previous recall. If Chrysler
had to have a recall and install repairs for their heated seats it is obvious their heating elements
are problematic and they should extent the recall to cover all Jeep heated seat problems. My
vehicle is an 02 overland. My driver side heated seats no longer works. One morning it was just
dead and passengers are constantly complaining about the intense heat coming from their seat.
I have never been informed of this as a faulty unit but now seeing the complaints online I would
like to voice my issue and have my seats checked out or disabled. I really appreciate any help
you can provide. I own a Jeep Grand Cherokee overland. Recently, I have had problems with my
drivers side heated seat. Yesterday, it got extremely hot so I shut if off for fear of a fire or being
burnt, and today it is not working at all. Because of this, I am also concerned about the safety of
the passenger heated seat. I found out from a dealer that there is a recall on this particular
issue, but my VIN number is not covered. I called Chrysler customer care to discuss this, and
they said they were unable to help. I feel this is a known issue and my vehicle is displaying the
exact symptoms covered in this recall, yet for some unexplainable vehicle it has been excluded.
The front seat electric heater elements could overheat. Consequence: Overheating could
potentially cause a fire or injury. Remedy: Dealers will replace the front seat heater elements
free of charge. The manufacturer has not yet provided an owner notification schedule. Owners
may contact Chrysler at TL - the contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that
the driver seat heating element over heated causing a hole to burn through the seat and the

drivers jackets. The driver sustained a minor burn as a result of the failure. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that seat heater was found to be burnt and
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure who sent an engineer to
inspect the vehicle. The engineer failed to find a manufacturer defect and stated that the vehicle
was not included in recall NHTSA campaign number: 09V seats. The failure mileage was , and
the current mileage was , My power steering went out, the air conditioner quit working, the air
bags light will not go off, headlights come on and off when no one is in the vehicle, the
electrical sensors are inoperable, and the heated seats get too hot, or not work at all. I have yet
to receive any recalls for my Jeep Grand Cherokee overland. I would like to know why I have not
received any recall notices for the problems that have prompted Chrysler to issue recall notices
for above issues. The contact stated that the driver and passenger side heated electric seats
were overheating abnormally. The approximate failure mileage was 60, and the current mileage
was 82, Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Choose Your Option. We
offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Filters 73 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description
Warranty Shipping Returns. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may
arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive.
More Details Less Details. Update Your Location. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very
top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? When I got in my Jeep there was a
breaking sound from under the drivers seat. I noticed the seat was rocking back and forth and
when I looked underneath at the frame of the seat I saw where the frame broke in half. It is
unsafe to drive now and it is my only means of transportation. Due to this being a life
threatening problem I will not buy another Jeep if they don't recall it! Add Complaint. The driver
side seat heater gets so hot or feels like it's burning my legs.. I can only use it on low to prevent
burns.. I have to pull over, turn the vehicle off, and repeat the process until it goes back off. I
reported this problem a month or so ago about the front driver's seat breaking and breaking off
the vehicle frame. When I reported the issue, no wreck was involved. Since reporting the
problem, the vehicle was involved in an accident and totaled. My fix apparently allowed the seat
to stay on the frame but the seat still broke. Fortunately, no serious injury, only sore neck and
bump to the hand. Driver's seat detaches from car frame. Electrical blower module resistor
overheats, melts, and burns. Driver's seat: There is a great deal of chatter on the internet
regarding the driver's seat detachment from the car frame and the reason for it. People have
created various fixes that may or may not work well. As added proof, it is impossible to find a
Jeep Grand Cherokee driver's seat in any junk yard. Please go look for yourself. Mine totally

broke while on the highway, nearly causing a wreck. It's terrible and I do not understand why
there hasn't been a recall and someone held criminally liable for this. Blower motor module:
Lots of chatter on the internet as well as to the problem and the cause. Mine melted and became
so hot that I couldn't touch it without burning my hand - which I did. There is a fix, but you have
to buy an upgrade module which still gets hot. Also, the module turns the blower in reverse, so
you have to reverse the leads. It's dangerous and again, I don't understand why there hasn't
been a recall on it either and someone held criminally liable. The power driver's seat retaining
brackets have broken and have created a very unsafe driving situation. Researching this
breakage online reveals a widespread safety hazard that is not being dealt with by Jeep. A recall
should be made due to the high frequency of the breakage of a car's safety features, which I had
never encountered before Takata recall the seats stopped heating and got really hot in one spot
I pulled the seat cover up and it burned a spot in me seat cover and foam underneath where the
wire is run thru the seats it is on both the driver side and passenger side seats there is a recall
on the heated seats on some models but not on mine but it could have burned me or my kids or
could have caught the car on fire. Takata recall, was driving to work on a highway in minot nd,
started to smell smoke and something hot smelling, then my right drivers leg was getting hot. I
looked down and my drivers seat was smoking underneath. Hurried to stop along the side of
road, turned off seat warmer button, then opened the drivers door to clear the smoke and cool
under the seat. Reported this to Chrysler, they stated my VIN was not on the recall list. If it
caught fire--it sound be on list by now. This could be very dangerous driving down the highway
if the passenger side does the same thing as drivers side did. VIN [xxx] the campaign 09V also
as of today I have received recalls on airbag and engine fan--called them last year to order in
minot--they state they haven't gotten yet. The seat bracket on the driver side is broken. I
researched this and this is a widespread issue with companies actually manufacturing thicker
aftermarket brackets due to the demand for the product. The contact owns a Jeep Grand
Cherokee. The contact stated that the front passenger's side seat warmer over heated. The
vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , Seat warmers on both sides of vehicle became really hot
towards the front center portion of the seat. Turned them off and when I got home I removed the
leather from the seat and found bare wires that were over heating and burning through the seat
cushion and backing on the leather. The contact received recall notices for NHTSA campaign
numbers: 12V seats and 12V air bags however, the parts needed for the repair were unavailable.
The manufacturer was notified. The contact had not experienced a failure. The Jeep Grand
Cherokee seat track has a weak point on the rear scissor assembly. When you start to notice a
wobble or click it means one of the tiny connecting pieces has broken. Eventually the other side
will also break allowing you to lift the entire seat up. The contact stated that while traveling
various speeds, the front passenger seat warmer became extremely hot then failed to function.
The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic where it was found that the seat warmer had failed.
The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was contacted about the failure and informed the
contact that the vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign number 09V seats. The failure
mileage was 98, The contact stated that the driver's side seat warmer overheated. The vehicle
was not taken to a dealer for diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure
and stated that the vehicle was not included under NHTSA campaign number: 09V seats. The
vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure and current mileage was , We were traveling
on the highway with the heated seats on and they became extremely hot. I turned them off and
stopped to let the seats cool. Later in the day when I tried to use them again they would not
work. And have not worked since. When I went to my local Jeep dealer I was informed that my
VIN was not part of the recall even though I was experiencing the exact same problem. I looked
on the web site "arfc. Jeep clearly has a problem with their heated seats that needs to be
addressed. The recall appears to be only for some repair parts from a previous recall. If Chrysler
had to have a recall and install repairs for their heated seats it is obvious their heating elements
are problematic and they should extent the recall to cover all Jeep heated seat problems. My
vehicle is an 02 overland. My driver side heated seats no longer works. One morning it was just
dead and passengers are constantly complaining about the intense heat coming from their seat.
I have never been informed of this as a faulty unit but now seeing the complaints online I would
like to voice my issue and have my seats checked out or disabled. I really appreciate any help
you can provide. I own a Jeep Grand Cherokee overland. Recently, I have had problems with my
drivers side heated seat. Yesterday, it got extremely hot so I shut if off for fear of a fire or being
burnt, and today it is not working at all. Because of this, I am also concerned about the safety of
the passenger heated seat. I found out from a dealer that there is a recall on this particular
issue, but my VIN number is not covered. I called Chrysler customer care to discuss this, and
they said they were unable to help. I feel this is a known issue and my vehicle is displaying the

exact symptoms covered in this recall, yet for some unexplainable vehicle it has been excluded.
The front seat electric heater elements could overheat. Consequence: Overheating could
potentially cause a fire or injury. Remedy: Dealers will replace the front seat heater elements
free of charge. The manufacturer has not yet provided an owner notification schedule. Owners
may contact Chrysler at TL - the contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that
the driver seat heating element over heated causing a hole to burn through the seat and the
drivers jackets. The driver sustained a minor burn as a result of the failure. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that seat heater was found to be burnt and
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure who sent an engineer to
inspect the vehicle. The engineer failed to find a manufacturer defect and stated that the vehicle
was not included in recall NHTSA campaign number: 09V seats. The failure mileage was , and
the current mileage was , My power steering went out, the air conditioner quit working, the air
bags light will not go off, headlights come on and off when no one is in the vehicle, the
electrical sensors are inoperable, and the heated seats get too hot, or not work at all. I have yet
to receive any recalls for my Jeep Grand Cherokee overland. I would like to know why I have not
received any recall notices for the problems that have prompted Chrysler to issue recall notices
for above issues. The contact stated that the driver and passenger side heated electric seats
were overheating abnormally. The approximate failure mileage was 60, and the current mileage
was 82, A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior
Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by mechanics and car
enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure. With Carbon Fiber
Polyurethane Backing. Seat Quantity: Pair, Dual-lock Sliders. Mounting Type: Bottom Mount.
Shell Type: Reclining. Seat Quantity: One. Shell Material: Steel. This product is made of
high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using state-of-the-art
technology and with customers in This seat is designed to keep you in place and in control
behind the steering wheel, no matter the speed or direction. It features Carbon Fiber
construction for Seat Quantity: Pair. Cover Color: Black. Cover Material: Leatherette. Headrest

Type: Fixed. Shell Type: Full Bucket. Choose from 5 pre-designed and ready to roll out color
combinations for Comp Elite seats. PRP Seats popular competition seat with Elite style. Built
with PRP's original suspension seat. PRP Seats Competition seat with a removable seat
cushion. Additional comfort for those long races or rides. It has 10" of hip Lower sides for
getting in and out of your Jeep or truck easier. The lower sides on this seat provide easier entry
and exit into your lifted PRP's reclining suspension seat with removable cushion. Designed to
replace your stock Jeep or truck bucket seats. PRP's original reclining suspension seat. The
Enduro Reclining Suspension Seat is made Built for Off-Road! Two Neck Slots. With 7" of
containment, the Premier is PRP's versatile, The only 19" wide suspension seat on the market.
PRP's Roadster seat is the perfect seat for jeeps with limited space, older buggies and Manx
style Choose from pre-designed and ready to roll out color combinations for our Summit Elite
Series Suspension Seats. If you need a little more hold than PRP's Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this product Supports your back and
body comfortably and with style. This seat is designed to help minimize those body aches and
pains that are Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this
product by Procar Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this
product by Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind,
Homologation: Not Rated. The Recaro Specialist seat is a perfect blend of sleek styling,
craftsmanship and performance. The Cerullo Classic Seat represents the more traditional look
and style of the classic automotive seats of old. Crafted without a headrest to create the Pre
look. While the Classic seat holds the A timeless design in historic seating with a well proven
frame based upon Cobra original classic seats. This is An elegant tubular steel framed seat
based upon a timeless design seen in original British sports cars of the 60s and This
installation kit includes button head cap screws 8mm x 1. It will allow you to mount an
aftermarket seat. Made from first-rate materials Designed to comply with high-quality standards.
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by Braum features premium quality and
will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it is manufactured to
meet or Steel construction for safety Application-specific for custom fit. The spacers are also
ideal for raising any seat that sits lower then desired and can be used with any bottom mount
seats. Expertly crafted from premium materials Designed to match rigorous quality standards.
Quantity: 1 pcs. Fits most of Cipher Auto seats 11" hole to hole distance. Adjustable seat track
for use with Vehicle Specific or Universal bases. Fabrication may be necessary for custom The
Ultimate Bolt-in Interiors. The spacer also includes predrilled slots so putting them Aluminum
construction for safety Application-specific for custom fit. These will fit Side Mount Seats One
per Seat. Enjoy even more rewarding seating experience with top-grade Recaro seat
accessories designed to further increase your safety while on the go. Made from the most
durable materials using Built to match your exact requirements High quality you can rely on.
For All Racing Shells. FIA Certified. Enjoy even more rewarding seating experience with
top-grade Recaro seat accessories designed to further increase your safety while on the
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by Sparco features premium quality and
will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it is Designed to
deliver trouble-free, consistent performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle. If you race your
car, you know how much time you spend in it and how uncomfortable it can be. Make your
Sparco seat the most comfortable with their full line of cushions, lumbar supports, Designed for
the ultimate in quality Made from premium quality materials. The Seat Bases utilize the factory
seat mounts on Sparco vehicle's floor and provide a flat surface for mounting Sparco seat. The
universal base adapter will work well in certain applications where the floor of the car is
completely flat and level. The base also works well when the factory sliders can be removed
from Made from premium quality materials this part offers extra durability for a long-lasting
service life. Designed to be used with Schroth harness. Use this hardware part with other
Schroth installation Designed with driver's safety in mind Expertly crafted from premium
materials. Designed with precision and functionality in mind, this accessory ensures
outstanding performance and easy use which makes it the perfect deal for your ultimate
satisfaction. Made with precision and quality in mind Built to last. The contours of the OMP
brackets have been designed so as not to interfere with the lap belt openings, edges or bottom
of the seat. Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by OMP features premium
quality and will perform better than advertised. Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent
performance Made from high-quality materials for ultimate durability. Sold as Kit. Color: Black.
Designed to mount to a flat surface and raise your seat 6 inches off the floorboards. Originally
intended for use in a VW Bugs or Manx style buggies. They can be Mounts to any flat surface
Powder coated frame and adapter plates. Normally used on the passenger side of a vehicle to
allow access to the back seat. This will mount to a flat surface and lifts the seat mounts 6 inches

off the Mounts to any flat surface Allows seat to tilt for back seat access. Racetech mill-finish
5mm aluminium bracket for side-mounting seats. FIA Approved. Designed using Made from
grade aluminum bracket Plenty of height and tilt adjustment possibilities. OxGord has a
replacement part to have OxGord seat looking like new again. It's durable and made to last.
Designed around your specific automotive needs Manufactured from the highest grade
materials. Additional floor reinforcements These Pyrotect fixed seat brackets give you a
trouble-free way to install your new seats. They have pre-drilled holes to adjust to the correct
height and angle, allowing you to easily mount Expertly crafted utilizing advanced technologies
Unwavering commitment to excellence. Easily and quickly adjust the seat position in your race
car during a driver change or pit stop to accommodate for numerous driving preferences and
provide the most comfortable For All Size Tubing. The Sportsman seat back brace is designed
to be welded onto the roll cage behind the seat. Easily and quickly adjust the seat position in
your Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by Ultra Shield features premium
quality and will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it is
manufactured Bolts to side of seat bottom for added protection of leg and knee Right and left
sides sold separately. Bolts to side of seat bottom
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for added protection of leg and knee Has flared lightweight holes to match your lightweight
style seat. Aluminum Knee Guard Dzus fastens to sides of seat bottom for added protection of
knees in sprint cars. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind. It
will meet your needs and deliver great Next Whether your car or truck is an older classic or a
more recent model packed with safety features, odds are you made the final purchase decision
because driving it was When you've got an unrestored classic car, it's almost par for the course
that the original seats are worn out structurally, if not visibly. You may have gotten used
Leather has always been a valued commodity in the automotive world because of its many
advantages that no other material can provide. Since the earliest horseless Ever since the
invention of the automobile, there have been drivers who have sought to get the most
performance from their vehicles, using every bit of power and Popular Searches.

